CRA

Smart-View Transforming Utilities
Smart-View Technology aims to connect meters and sensors
across the globe with today’s IOT network infrastructure and bring
real-time information to manage your resources affordably and
efficiently.
About the customer

The challenge

CRA

The current metering and billing processes are inefficient,

CRA, also known as Clint Riddin &

inaccurate, frustrating and costly - CRA had these sub-metering

Associates, is a specialist community

challenges at the Longbeach Village Estate, in some instances,

schemes’ property accounting practice

meters are difficult to access and read. This leads to slow revenue

registered with SAIPA.

recovery and there was no integration with current systems.
Tenants also did not have a view of their consumption.

Industry: Energy & Utilities
Primary project location: ZA

The solution
Using Google Cloud Platform products such as Google App
Engine, Google Cloud SQL and Google BigQuery and our deep
understanding of private utilities we put together a great solution
for the Body Corporate and Tenants.

The results
Using the Smart-View Utilities platform the end users can now
monitor and manage their consumption efficiently providing
transparency between the body corporate and the tenant. The

About the partner

tenant gets leak, burst pipe notifications to avoid bill shocks. By a

Smart-View Technology

click of a button the Body Corporate exports readings for import
into dedicated tenant billing software. This means no more manual
processes.

As Specialist community schemes property accountants
CRA ,always try to stay ahead of the curve using the
Best Technology partners, not only to provide value to
their customers but also the end user. By digitizing the
sub-metering component using Sigfox Network,
Visiosoft hardware and the Smart-View Platform, this is
a cost-effective and easy-to-use solution.

Smart-View Technology delivers the best in
class bespoke software solutions, providing
real-time visibility through digitization.

Products
Google Cloud Platform
Google Maps Platform
Professional Services Organization

